
UAL Climate Emergency Network presents 

EARTH DAY: Appetite for Justice 

Friday 22 April 2022 | University of the Arts London 
#Appetite4Justice | webpage | instagram 
 
Welcome to Earth Day! 
 
All events are free and open to the whole UAL community and invited guests. 
Most events are drop-in. Due to limited capacity, some require advance booking via Eventbrite. 
Earth Night and Newly Forgotten Technologies (Five Echoes) are open to the public. 
 

 

EARTH EVE 

Thurs 21 April 
 

Earth Day (P)reparations: Dreaming into the Cracks (Prof Helen Storey & Alisa Ruzavina) 
Dream-tending practice & inquiry for the night before Earth Day. An invitation to root your Earth stewardship in an intimate 

conversation with the unconscious. 
Online | Earth Eve & Afterwards | @alisa.ruzavina @dress4ourtime Eventbrite 
 

Newly Forgotten Technologies (Five Echoes) | Wesley Goatley (Course Leader, MA Interaction Design, LCC) 
In this audio-visual live performance, five malfunctioning Amazon Echo smart speakers tell stories about their hidden 

histories and the ecological costs of their existence. These stories invite audiences to see the Echo as a lens through 

which we can look at themes of ‘progress’ and ‘the future’ in the Anthropocene. 
Newly Forgotten Technologies (NFTs) is an ongoing project. No part of this project will ever use blockchain technologies. 
LCC Lecture Theatre A | 6.30-7pm | @wesleygoatley | Eventbrite 
 

 

ONLINE 

Collecting the Climate Emergency: Process and Practice 
The Museums and Heritage Sector declares a climate emergency. We can change lightbulbs to LEDs but what are the 

radical questions? In association with Glasgow School of Art and Glasgow Women’s Library. 
Online | 12-1.30pm | @csm_museum @gsaexhibitions Eventbrite 

Digital Afternoon Tea: Art x Tech x Nature 
Explore how human creativity and emerging technologies can work together in service of nature and regenerative futures 

for our collective thriving – with Paradise Row, Nowadays on Earth, NEAR Protocol and Stephen Reid. Panel talk chaired 

by Karina Abramova. 
Online | 3.30-5pm | @thekarina_a @paradiserowprojects @nowadaysonearth @near_protocol stephenreid.net | Eventbrite 
 

Climate Emergency Interactive 
Join Natasha Mays and Martin Percy for a unique live, interactive film session with group discussion about the climate and 

ecological emergency and what we can do about it politically and creatively. 
Online | 4-6pm | Zoom registration 
 

Mapping Environmental Violence with Forensic Architecture 
This Digital Innovation Seasons workshop presents an opportunity to learn from Forensic Architecture’s methodologies for 

conducting visual and spatial investigations into environmental violence. Forensic Architecture (FA) is a research agency 

investigating human rights violations and environmental destruction perpetrated by states and corporations. Their work is 

regularly presented at the United Nations, in parliamentary inquiries and in exhibitions at cultural institutions around the 
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world. 
Online | 4-6pm | @forensicarchitecture @designandlivingsystems @artandlivingsystems @malkielsa @csminnovation | Eventbrite 
 

 

 

ALL SITES 

Appetite for Vegan Food  
Enjoy a delicious plant-based menu at all Canteens and learn about food sustainability at UAL. 
UAL Canteens | Lunch service | @ualcatering 
 

Recipes for Peace 
Roberta Davico and Manny Kaur share global plant-based recipes to celebrate the power of collective food cultures to 

draw people together across differences. 
UAL Canteens |  
ll day | @mannykaurx 
 

 

CAMBERWELL, CHELSEA & WIMBLEDON 

 

Climate Advocates Drop-in 
Meet the CCW Climate Advocates, learn about their plans and share your ideas. 
Chelsea Canteen | 11.30am-1.30pm | @ccwclimateadvocates 
 

Garden Club Welcome Event  
Meet Constance, Dana and Karola from the Wimbledon Garden Club - a space for all students to garden together and 

make our university bloom. 
Wimbledon Canteen | 3pm - 5pm | @gardenclub_wca 
 

 

CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS 

 

Planetary Assemblages 
Manifest Data Lab and Monsoon Assemblages display geophysical and atmospheric data as a way of making climate 

change perceptible and public. 
CSM Lethaby Gallery | all day | @lethabygallery @manifestdatalab @monass_2016 
 

Nature & Humans: The Road Back 
Work by second-year BA Graphic Communication Design students who consider the myriad ways we might row back 

from the brink of destruction. While acknowledging the scale of the problem, our students offer hope and encourage each 

of us to engage in positive action to combat climate change. 
CSM Window Galleries | all day | @csmmuseum @csmgraphics 
 

Goddesses of King’s Cross 
New commission from CSM graduate Raksha Patel documenting the artist’s response to botanical drawings in the 

Museum & Study Collection which span the 16th to 19th centuries, a time of European exploration, trade and 

colonialisation, when many plants were described from a Western perspective that altered or erased their value to 

indigenous communities. 
CSM Museum Window | all day | @csm_museum @rakshabattersea 
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Paper (Re)Making  
Zero-waste publications workshop: learn how to pulp paper waste, pull sheets with mould & deckle, couch and air-dry 

paper producing new, handmade recycled A4 paper sheets in a way that is easy to reproduce at home - with Print 

Support technicians Isabel Albiol Estrada and Anna Niklova. 
CSM D109-D111 Publications Workshop | all day | @csm_publications 
 

 

EARTH FAIR 

Explore environmental and justice-driven work by UAL students, graduates, staff and special guests 
CSM Street & Crossing | 11am-5pm | @climate_emergency_network | Eventbrite  
 

The Street: 
 
A Drop in the Ocean (Santa Ramaherison – MA Material Futures) @santa.rsn 
Climate Forum: Missing Ingredients (Maolin Huang, Sadia Rahman, Catalina Mejia Moreno & friends) @spatial_csm 
Collective Earth (Stephanie Romig-Orr) @collectiveearth2022 
Diss.course (Colechi) @colechi 
eARTh in MotiON (Paolina Stefani – BA Graphic Communication Design alum) @popstefani 
Ecoscenography (BA Performance Design & Practice) @csmpdp 
Entangled Futures: Three-Part Menu (Laurane Le Goff – MA Art & Science) @l.lg_ 
Everyday Earth Hacks (UAL Social & Halls teams) @ualsocial   
freemark (Gabrielle Colas - MA Fashion Communication: Critical Studies) @gabrielle1 @freemarkcsm 
Floating Table (Duong Thuy Nguyen – MA Fine Art) @duonguyen.thuy 
Eating DNA - Why not eat knot? (Risa Ueno – MA Art & Science) @ruru.16.ediblecat 
London Fashion Reclaimed (LCC Photography) @londonsfashionreclaimed 
Plant Backpack (Derk Ringers - MA Industrial Design) @d_e_r_k__r 
Swap Shop (CSM Workshops x M Arch) @csm_architecture_march @csm_printanddye @csm_printmaking_centre @csm_publications 
Trans-spiritual Making Waves Eirini Vlavianou, @kajgru @jonathanlindgren.motion @lynsey.j.g 
Who Owns the Sea? (Pat Naldi - MA Fine Art) @patnaldi 
 

The Crossing: 

 
Climate Collapse (Lu Zheng – PG Dip Visual Communication [LCC]) @lunaticlu96 
Coins 4 Climate Courage - with XR (Clare Farrell, Alice Wilby & Miles Glyn) @alicewilby @milesinfinity8 
Ecovado (Arina Shokouhi – MA Material Futures) @arinashok 
Ferns of Futures (Isaac Wilhelm – MA Biodesign) @iwilhelm 
Fortune Tell-Us (Molly Simpson & Purvisha Sutaria – MA Innovation Management) @_mollywithawhy 
Generous Waste (Kahdijah Carberry – MA Cities) @kcmillyak 
Growmobile (Mariam Aslam & Chris Gabe - M Arch alums x Grow Lewisham) @growlewisham 
MAKE @ Story Garden (CSM Local Engagement) @makeatstorygarden 
Plastic Funeral: Ritual Experience (Hyejo Shin – MA Industrial Design) @hyejjo 
Radical Roots: Growing Environmental justice (Nowadays on Earth: Ecosomatics & Urban Rewilding 2-3pm) 
@nowadaysonearth 
Shifting Sands (Rebecca Faulkner - PG Community / AER / Groundwork) @groundworklondon @ual_postgrad_community 
Tributes to the Earth (Letters to the Earth x Climate Emergency Network) @climate_emergency_network @letterstotheearth_  
Wardrobe Treasure Hunt (Zeyu Wang – MA Narrative Environments) @wardrobe_treasure_hunt  
We Value (Rosie Mell – MA Culture, Criticism & Curation) @rosiemelljewellery  
 

 

LONDON COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION 

 

Beach of Dreams (Fotis Begklis) 
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A film about the journey to walk 500 miles over 35 days along the east coast of England, to explore how we could take 

care of the environment, take care of the coast, take care of the community and ourselves. The Artistic Director of 

Kinetika, Ali Pretty, walked the full 500 miles with Guardian travel writer Kevin Rushby and radio producer John Offord. 

They were joined by local people, environmentalists and artists along the coast of Suffolk, Essex, and the Thames 

Estuary. 
LCC Upper Gallery | all day | @essayfilms   
 

Community Earth  
Live Drawing by a collective of LCC students. 
LCC Typo Café windows | all day | @floresespanolas @sunwookim.art 
 

UAL Archives Display (Lucie Pardue & Hannah Grout) 
Display of ecological ephemera and resources from the UAL Archives and Special Collections Centre. 
LCC Typo Café Vitrine | all day | @ualarchives 
 

LCC Climate Advocates Zine-making Workshop 
A chance to explore how the UAL curriculum can contribute to dynamic social and environmental change, proposing 

sustainability at the heart of everything we do. 
LCC Upper Gallery | Drop-in 9.30am - 5pm | @lcclondon 
 

Fight for your Air: design project briefing with Love Ssega 
Love Ssega will talk about his climate activism, campaign for Clean Air and the power of music to raise important issues. 
LCC Canteen | 10 - 10.45am | @lovessega @lcclondon | Eventbrite 

Table at Terrapolis (Finbar Prior & Beth Robertson) 
Listen deeply to the more-than-human world that generously provides for us, the microbiomes in our gut and the vibrant 

materials that innervate our skin. 
LCC Atrium | 11am - 5pm | @beth_murray8 @finbarprior @masoundartslcc 
 

Food for Thought - Book Club (Annika Loebig) 
In collaboration with LCC library, this drop-in book club and swap will highlight the greatest minds and writers exploring 

our climate, from farming and veganism to climate science, historical environmentalists, radical activists, and Indigenous 

populations on the frontlines of the fight for our Earth’s future. 
LCC Canteen (amphitheatre) | 12 noon - 2pm | @anniloebig @magpublishing 

Banquet of the Imagination 
Join the LCC Climate Advocates for a vegan feast and celebrate the soft launch of UAL’s new Climate, Social, Racial and 

Environmental Justice principles. 
LCC Upper Gallery | 1 - 2 pm | @lcclondon | Eventbrite 
 

The Listening Room 
Colleagues from the Sound and Music programme will be hosting a drop-in installation of sonic works, in both stereo and 

multichannel, that relate to the theme of Earth Day. 
LCC Performance Lab MB108 | From 3pm | @masoundartslcc | Eventbrite 

CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 🙁 

Micropolitics and Climate Activism (Stephanie Erev) 
Every activism engages in persuasion of some sort. An activism worthy of the name must move people to feel, want, and 

act differently than they did before. This talk explores the possibility that persuasion is also a material transformation, and 

it asks how we might approach activism differently 
LCC Lecture Theatre B | 10.30 - 11.30am | @ma_design_sustainable_futures @StephanieErev | Eventbrite 
 

 

LONDON COLLEGE OF FASHION 
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Bringing a Horse to the Table (Inviting a Mare to Mare Street) 
How do we, as humans, dialogue with non-human beings and other species? Experience equine-assisted therapy with 

Horse Sense for Life and Tim Stephens from the UAL Exchange. 
Mare Street Garden | To book please email Tim Stephens t.p.stephens@arts.ac.uk | @lcflondon_ @horsesenseforlife 

Exploring Environment & Justice Through Natural Dye  
TENS Studio hosts taster sessions as a brief introduction to the process of natural dyeing with household teas & spices. 
JPS Canteen | 10am & 11am | @lcflondon_ | @tensstudio | Eventbrite 
 

Sewed and Sown 
Join the library team on LCF’s patio, for a seed planting session in the dye garden.  
JPS Patio | 12 noon - 2pm drop-in | @lcflondon_ @uallibraries 
 

Table Talks: Remodifying Environmental Stewardship (Tola Oyerinde) 
Join Tola Oyerinde for some hands-on needlework while discussing the economic, social, and ethical contexts of fashion 

and the relationship between sustainability, fashion and Western Christian tradition, morality and values. 
JPS Canteen | 12 noon - 3pm | @lcflondon_ 
 

The Clean Fashion Diet 
What Can fashion learn from the food industry? The Colechi team invites you to explore the relationship between fashion 

and farming. 
JPS Canteen | 12 noon - 4pm | @lcflondon_ @_colechi 
 

Enriched Dough: Meet the CSF Team  
Join the Centre for Sustainable Fashion team for a drop-in breadmaking session, enriched by conversation and 

knowledge sharing. 
JPS Canteen | 12 noon- 4pm | @lcflondon_ @sustfash | Eventbrite 
 

Costume Change - clothing swap (Roberta Davico & Manny Kaur) 
A space to exchange or donate your unused, unwanted clothes. In collaboration with Sustainable Business Society and 

the Fashion Business Society. 
JPS Canteen | 5 - 7pm | @lcflondon_ @mannykaurx  
 

 

EARTH NIGHT 

Curated by ecology-tending artist, designer & facilitator Alisa Ruzavina 
 
As Earth Day comes to an end, join us in the CSM Platform Bar for an eco-party with purpose celebrating ecology and 

community, while fundraising for the humanitarian crisis in Ukraine. Enjoy performances, activities, special vegan 

cocktails, DJ sets, immersive sounds and sights. Come and inhabit a wild jungle of creativity, nature and joy. 
 
Featuring: eco-speed-dating, mushroom performances, queer botany, bright and bold fashions, interspecies explorations, 

Earthkinology, Movement Medicine & ecstatic dance, Live DJs, environmental badges, Eco-Tarot, Seed Balls for Ukraine, 

ecological language shifters, The First Thread & more. 
 
CSM Platform Bar | 6-10pm | @climate_emergency_network @alisa.ruzavina | Eventbrite 
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